
Zaretsky 2020-2021 AP Language and Composition  

Summer Reading Assignment 

 
Part 1: Read and annotate the book Thank You for Arguing, by Jay Heinrichs, and come to class prepared for an 
assessment on the reading in the first week after the break. As you read, annotate thoroughly and keep a top ten list of your 
favorite argumentative strategies.  
 
Part 2: Pick a Memoir from the following list to read and annotate. In particular, notice what sorts of arguments the author 
makes and track both beautiful and well-written sentences and phrases. You need to read one but feel free to read more! 

 
AP LANG –INDEPENDENT READING LIST1:  MEMOIRS 
 

Choose a memoir from the list below. Books with a “+” are mature and need parent/guardian approval.  

 
 

*All Over But the Shoutin’ – Bragg +          A reporter remembers his impoverished childhood in ALA 

*My Own Country – Vergehese + A young Indian doctor helps Johnson City, Tenn. confront AIDS. 

*The Men We Reaped,  Jessymyn Ward Ward’s story of the deaths of 4 men in her life due to their environment in South 

Mississippi.  Excellent book.   

*Hillbilly Elegy: a Family and Culture in Crisis, Vance  the Appalachian values of   family and their relation to the social problems of his hometown 

*Uneducated, Westover          a girl who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge 

*The Glass Castle-- Walls Walls’ account of growing up homeless and transient  

*Half-Broke Horses– Walls + The author of The Glass Castle chronicles her grandmother’s life – (prequel to GCastle) 

A Long Way Gone – Beah + The memoirs of a boy soldier in Sierra Leone. 

A Rumor of War- Caputo + A Vietnam veteran recalls his tour of duty there. 

*The Color of Water- McBride + A black writer’s tribute to his white mother. 

*Truth and Beauty – Patchett  The author’s friendship through college and adulthood with author, Lucy Grealy  very mature! 

*My Losing Season – Conroy memoir of playing basketball for the Citadel ‘s reveals the fear of failure and humiliation 

*The Water is Wide – Conroy Conroy’s experience-the true story of a man who gave a year of his life to Yacimaw island 

*The Color of the Sea –Hamahura conflict for Japanese--American in mid-1900s when he’s perceived as neither Japanese nor 

American 

*H is for Hawk – Macdonald a meditation on the bond between beasts and humans and the pain and beauty of being alive 

*Becoming – Obama Michelle Obama’s reflection of her childhood, youth, and adulthood and how she’s still growing 

The Last True Story I’ll Ever Tell, Crawford a National Guardsman's account of the war in Iraq. 

Always Running, Rodriguez young Chicano gang member surviving the dangerous streets of East Los Angeles 

*When I Was Puerto Rican, Santiago story of earliest years and her journey from the barrio to Brooklyn, an American dream story 

God Grew Tired of Us:  John Bul Dau                A memoir from one of the Lost Boys of Sudan     

Escape from Saddam:  The Incredible True Story of One Man’s Journey to Freedom  Alsamari 

Ecology of a Cracker Childhood – Ray + Writer recalls how her coming of age in poverty in South Georgia led to her career in ecology. 

The Lazy B  – Sandra Day O’Connor The first woman Supreme Court justice recalls her coming of age on a cattle ranch.   

Joe Gould’s Secret – Mitchell +          The author’s friendship with a Harvard-educated street person in New York 

The Places in Between – Stewart + An adventurer recounts his walking journey across Afghanistan days after the Taliban fell. 

The Accidental Asian  -  Liu A former Presidential speechwriter explores his identity as a Chinese American  

They Poured Fire on Us From the Sky:  The True Story of Three Lost Boys from Sudan  Ajak 

*Breaking Night: A Memoir of Forgiveness, Survival, and My Journey from Homeless to Harvard  by Liz Murray  

 

More Titles—classics/more challenging 
*Angela’s Ashes – McCourt + A writer recalls his poverty-stricken Irish childhood. 

*Dreams From My Father – Obama  The mixed-race senator’s recollection of his youth and young adulthood. 

Faith of My Fathers – McCain  Senator and war-hero recounts achievements of his military ancestors & his experiences as a POW 

Black Boy – Wright The celebrated black novelist tells of is childhood in the South of the 20s and 30s.  

Autobiography of Malcolm X – Haley + The odyssey of the famous black militant 

Life on the Mississippi -  Twain The novelist’s memoir of his days as a riverboat pilot.   



The Hiding Place – ten Boom A Dutch woman’s account of her family’s efforts to save Jews from the Nazis. 

Dust Tracks on a Road – Hurston + Hurston’s rise from childhood poverty in Florida to literary prominence in Harlem. 

Hunger of Memory – Rodriguez+ A Latino writer recalls the cultural conflict he felt during his school years. 

Wait Till Next Year – Goodwin + A historian recalls how passion for baseball brought her closer to her father. 

*Reading Lolita in Tehran – Nafisi Lit professor Nafisi returns to her native Iran and teaches Western books to her female students 

An American Childhood – Dillard         A celebrated woman writer recalls her youth in Pittsburgh. 

The Opposite of Fate – Amy Tan         A highly acclaimed author reflects on her experiences leading to her writing life 
 

 

 

 

 

 


